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“New York City looks nothing - nothing - like it did just a decade and a half ago. It’s a place of
newly gorgeous waterfront promenades, of trees, tall grasses and blooming flowers on patches
of land and peninsulas of concrete and even stretches of rail tracks that were blighted or blank
before.” - Frank Bruni, The New York Times“Betsy Pinover Schiff’s unerring eye and spectacular
photographs tell the story of a city, and how its pre-Dorothy and Oz, colorless and downtrodden
existence has been redone as if by wizardry in glorious Technicolor.” - Adrian Benepe, former
Parks Commissioner of New York CityBetsy Pinover Schiff has been photographing urban
plantings and chronicling the “greening” of the city for more than two decades. Once limited to
private spaces and elite neighborhoods, these plantings now proliferate throughout the five
boroughs. Sidewalk Gardens of New York reveals the transformation of the “city of concrete and
glass” into one of the greenest and most richly planted urban centers in America. Nature and
architecture combine in ways that will surprise even the most seasoned New Yorkers.Featured
are tree beds, planters, hanging baskets, and medians that mitigate the frenzy of the street;
plazas and pocket parks that offer respite to pedestrians, building plantings that create a
welcoming transition between public and private; community gardens; and parks, both the iconic
and the newly planted along the waterfront in Brooklyn, Queens, and Lower Manhattan.

“New York may be a concrete jungle, but you can find some stunning greenery between the
skyscrapers and high-rise apartment buildings if you know where to look. In Sidewalk Gardens
of New York, photographer Betsy Pinover Schiff reveals the most gorgeous gardens on
sidewalks across the five boroughs.” - Town & Country“It would take a monumental effort to travel
across this huge metropolis to gauge just how widespread and transformative the trend of urban
gardening has become. Luckily photographer Betsy Pinover Schiff has done that job for us.
Open her new book, and you will find a comprehensive treasury of the new, green New York City.
The beauty of Sidewalk Gardens of New York is that it can be both a travel guide to the new and
greener city and also a primer for the urban home gardener. Anyone with horticultural desires
can find inspiration in this book. Particularly in the chapter 'Urban Front Yards,' there are plenty of
commonsense ideas for beautifying one’s own small patch of ground.” - Gardenista“Across the
country, urban landscapes known for concrete and glass have been embracing foliage and
flowers. And not just the occasional geranium-filled flower box. Greenery-lined waterfront
promenades have replaced windblown stretches of highway, gem-like 'pocket parks' featuring
flower gardens and waterfalls have replaced empty lots, and even blighted rail tracks have
sprouted gardens brimming with native grasses and shrubs. 'I noticed it all of a sudden one day
while walking to the Metropolitan Museum of Art,' said photographer Betsy Pinover Schiff, 'New
Yorkers clearly love to enter and exit their homes and offices through gorgeous garden spaces.'”



- Associated Press“A welcoming book of fine photographs and equally fine descriptions of the
new garden conscious city world. As New Yorkers themselves, the authors’ love of place shines
throughout the book.” - Elaine Peterson, Board Member and Past President, The Horticultural
Alliance of the Hamptons“There is always something blooming along the sidewalks of New York
City. Landscape architects, garden designers, and plantsmen create magic year-round. Betsy
Pinover Schiff’s collection of photographs captures the great art of city gardening, the beauty,
variety, and surprise.” - Mary Jane Pool, Editor and AuthorAbout the AuthorBetsy Pinover Schiff
is the photographer of six books on gardens and landscape architecture, including three about
New York City. Her work has been featured in exhibitions in New York, the Hamptons, and
Mexico and published in Architectural Digest and New York Spaces, among others.Adrian
Benepe, now senior director for parks development at the Trust for Public Land, served as
commissioner of parks and recreation in New York City under Mayor Michael Bloomberg. During
his tenure more than 800 acres of parkland were opened, including Brooklyn Bridge Park and
the High Line.Alicia Whitaker, a passionate gardener and horticulture specialist, serves on the
board of the Horticulture Alliance of the Hamptons.
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PonteA1999, “Beautiful Composition and Photography. Just love this book on the gardens of
New York. It's like being taken on a tour of the city and shown its unique places to visit and enjoy.”

Susan E. Klein, “New Life of New York Revealed. Take a look through photographer Betsy
Pinover Schiff’s beautiful lens as she reveals how Sidewalk Gardens of New York have become
an integral part of life in this great metropolis. You will discover New York anew with its surprising
new green spaces in all parts of the city—places to find beauty, quiet, fragrance, privacy, the
gentle rain of waterfalls or other types of respite from the drama of a city never at rest. Yes, New
Yorkers want to have it all—the best art, music, theatre, fashion, capital markets… and New
Yorkers live the fast pace of keeping up with them. Now you have a guide to its new balance as
nature springs to life. Trees, flowers, grasses, parks, ponds and more in every neighborhood.
And, did I mention, New Yorkers want only the best books as well? So look to this beautiful and
revealing guide to the new green life of the city from gifted photographer Betsy Pinover Schiff.”

kjani, “You will never look at New York the same way ever again!. WOW! Is all I can say! Best
gardening and landscape book about ALL of New York ever! It has completely changed how I
think about New York, Now and in the future! I wish I could see all of this wonderful work in
person! This would make an extremely great gift book! I told our Park's manager about it and
recommended it highly for ideas FOR OUR CITY!So inspirational! promise...you'll love it! Plus
the differences in scale are wonderful from very small gardens and pocket parks to huge
impressive arrays!  LOVE!”

Virginia, “A New Dimension of New York. New York will never be the same for me after enjoying
Sidewalk Gardens of New York. Now, thanks to the rich photography of Betsy Pinover Schiff, and
the writing of Alicia Whitaker, which brings context to the gardens – past, present and future – I’ll
be noticing and appreciating the plantings of the city as never before. No doubt resident New
Yorkers will be visiting plant nurseries, bookmarks in place, as Whitaker’s detailed captions
provide a perfect wish list for color, texture and style.”

D Gould, “A NYC Wonder. Excellent! Superb photos captured by an artist with vision and a fine
eye.”

Robert M Trien, “Five Stars. A beautiful way to experience New York City.”

TooManyHobbies, “Like most of it, but some photos are a little bland – could use some image
post-processing. Overall I do like this photo book on the Sidewalk Gardens of New York. I like
the history, the plant descriptions, and the botanical subjects used in the photos. But while
some of the photos are stunning, some are a little bland and lack the POP that makes a photo



truly eye-catching. A little post-processing tweaking of saturation, vibrancy, colors, contrast and
exposure would have greatly enhanced the photos.Some of the photo also had elements in the
composition that were distracting. Like the beautiful photo of pink and purple tulips on Park
Avenue that is spoiled by the glowing break lights of a mail truck idling across the street. Those
bright red lights could easily been edited out. Another photo with distractions is the one of a
large granite planter (also on Park Avenue) that shows the reflection of six pairs of walking legs
and feet. I can’t focus on the pink cyclamen inside the planter because of the ghostly,
disembodied legs and feet drifting across the flat, polished surface of the granite planter.
Another is the photo from 583 Park Avenue which shows spiral topiaries in front of massive,
classical columns. It would be a stunning composition of vibrant green against glowing white
except for the hood of a bright yellow cab that sits just beyond the last white column. My eyes
skip right over the subject of the photo and land on the bulbous yellow cab. Once fixated on the
yellow blob, I can’t get my eyes to move away.So I love the theme of the book, and while some of
the photos are truly amazing, others (especially the smaller ones) need the saturation and
vibrancy amped up. Other photos would have been improved with the background distractions
blurred or completely edited out of the photos.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Stunning text, photographs, and design. “Sidewalk Gardens of New
York” is a gorgeous, elegantly written book with exquisite photographs that are truly
representative of Manhattan and parts of the surrounding boroughs: this is not a gloss on the
subject but a nuanced look at specific plantings and gardens, public and private.Alicia
Whitaker’s text expertly takes in vest-pocket parks, known destinations (the High Line and
Gramercy Park), and equally stunning but slightly lesser-known expanses (Central Park’s
Conservatory Garden, at Fifth Avenue between 104th and 106th Streets, with its wisteria and
“double allée of crab apple trees…. flanked by French and English-style gardens, all designed
by Gilmore D. Clarke in the 1930s”). From a stand of dark orange lilies in Hell’s Kitchen to the
pink and white Carefree Wonder rosebushes along the East River; from the green yews and
boxwood outside a large brick apartment complex in Sunnyside, Queens, to the subdued ochres
and reds of the container plantings outside the Thistle Hill Tavern in Brooklyn; and from the ivy-
encrusted facades of a hidden pre-Civil War courtyard in Greenwich Village to the huge,
intriguing boulders and Technicolor greens of Pier 63 in Hudson River Park—all are delightful
examples of what it means to live in—or visit—a city that pleases the senses.A knowing
foreword by Adrian Benepe—commissioner of parks and recreation when the majestic and now
heavily traversed High Line was first opened—reminds the reader of New York’s metamorphosis
“from Dante’s seventh circle of hell” to, in Whitaker’s apt term, a splendid, varied collection of
“Edens”—which, she correctly says, “should be no further than our front doors.” Appropriately,
her words come on a lovely page tastefully illustrated with a lush streetscape (by the book’s
wonderfully skilled photographer, Betsy Pinover Schiff) of a row of heavily planted brick town
house entrances. Such artful serendipity is evident on every page—a credit to the spectacular



book design by Susan Evans, of the Manhattan firm Design per se.Whitaker’s introduction, six
one-page section openers, and short, wildly informative captions throughout are savvy enough
to please everyone from serious horticulturists and residents (many of whom will be surprised to
learn of the variety and complexity of the plantings in their midst) to visitors hoping to bring a
piece of New York home with them on the plane.”

MS P J WARREN, “A beautiful book. Virtually anything to do with New York is fine by me but this
is a real visual treat, showing there's much more to the city than just concrete and glass. It might
surprise some people as to just how much flora there is in amongst the skyscrapers.”

The book by Elizabeth Etienne has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 27 people have provided feedback.
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